FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Media Contact: Jad Choudhury: info@nagakinguk.com
A new company is set to launch a new range of Chilli Naga Pickles and aims to become
“The King of Naga Pickles”.
The heat is on with the launch of new Naga Pickle range
Today, Jad Choudhury officially announced the imminent launch of his forthcoming new business.
The new company is called Naga King and it will sell a range of Chilli Naga Pickles and its own original
Naga pickle.
Jad Choudhury is the CEO of the new company; the new business is based in Leeds and London, UK.
He has dedicated an enormous amount of time and effort into producing the new Naga Pickles and
he is looking forward to successfully launch the products nationwide UK.
The range will include the Original Naga King, Carrot and Shatkora (wild lemon still undiscovered in
the west.
Naga King aims to offer a taste experience that is completely different from everything else that is
available out there and hopes to become the king of Naga Pickles.
Recently, a marketing plan was put into place where customers sample all three Naga King Flavours:
Shatkora, Carrot and Original Naga, using social media sites to spread the word.
UKBCCI has recognised the demand from the public and Naga King was nominated as a Finalist and
has won the Title of “Best Product of the Year” at the Awards ceremony.
Each of the products has been formulated with the Naga, which is the hottest chilli in the world and
found in Bangladesh. The Naga is a must for lovers of hot, spicy food, and in recent years the Naga
chilli has become increasingly popular in the UK.
These brand new Naga Pickles are guaranteed to liven up the taste buds and they are a must for any
chilli lover.
Our aim is to engage with Consumers and Commercial Clients.
Naga King is inviting caterers, cash and carrys, restaurants and steakhouses, and consumers to
register their interest on the Naga King website
To find out more about Nana King and its range of exciting new products, visit:
www.NagaKinguk.com
www.instagram.com/nagakinguk
www.youtube.com/nagakinguk
www.facebook.com/nagakinguk
For an information pack and Wholesale Pack on the brand new products, email:
info@NagaKinguk.com

